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FOREWORD

The First European Convention on Farming Systems Research and Extension
marked the beginning of an exploration and a sharing. Those of us who have
participated in the meetings of the Association of Farming Systems Research
and Extension (AFSRE) have got to know each other through our work in
developing countries. We know relative\y little about the efforts to transform
agricultural systems that others have been making in Europe itself. And,
owing to the accidents of language and history, those based in the northern
and western areas of Europe have had unti! recently little contact with
colleagues in central and eastern Europe and the former USSR, and too little
contact with colleagues in the south.
The First European Convention marked the first attempt to bring
Europeans who have been applying systems approaches to the problems of
Third World agriculture together with those applying systems approach es
within Europe. The process of mutual discovery of our diverse experiences is
paralleled by the emergence of regional farming systems networks in other
parts of the world. In collaboration with the AFSRE, some already are
formalized as regional associations, as in Asia; others are more loosely
constituted, as in Latin America.
Wh at do we have in common? Beyond the specific applications and
models we have developed in particular settings, I believe there are shared
values, challenges, concerns and experiences underlying our diversity.
We are first and foremost committed to applying the power of the
agricultural sciences to the problems of rapid transformation of farming as a
system. Farming systems uniquely combine biophysicaI and socioeconomic
phenomena in dynamic enterprises in wh ich change, both reactive and
proactive, is a condition for survival. In particular, we share a concern to
strengthen the productivity of smallholder farming systems, as the primary
xiii
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source of livelihood for what is still the larger portion of the wor/d 's people.
We have learned that, in order to operationalize a systems approach, it
is not enough to build system models and computer simulations of system
dynamies . We must engage with members of the rural community, and
together explore agricultural reality: in effect, harnessing the power of local,
experiential knowledge, mental constructs and values, as weil as farmers'
experimental capacity, to the strengths of agricultural seien ce.
In moving out of the research station, extension office and the university
to work more closely with farmers, we have encountered two challenges, one
ecological and one socia!. The first involves the recognition that the key
question is not, or at least not only, 'how do we increase the productivity of
agriculture?' but 'how do we sustain the productivity of the natural resources
on which all agriculture depends?' The second challenge involves the
recognition that there can be no sustainable agriculture, whatever the specific
national mix of economic and environmental goals, without sustainable
farming communities.
Our individual and collective exploration of these challenges has led us
toward two distinctive concerns which serve to define our identity as a like
minded group of theorists, scientists, teachers and practitioners. One is a
concern for method. The other is a concern for process.
There has been in recent years an explosion of interest in methods for
working with farmers and other members of rural communities in order to
develop agricultural technology and production systems together. We have
moved from a somewhat formal and rigid FSR/E method paradigm toward a
still-expanding, highly creative, rich and innovative port[olio of participatory
methods which engage scientist, extensionist and farmer in joint analysis of
problems and opportunities, design of experiments, experimental activity and
the evaluation and sharing of results, both in the field and on the research
station.
Development of method and exploration of process have gone hand in
hand. Much has been learned about the practical steps and procedures
required in order to produce reliable and rigorous results, the institutional
processes needed to support participatory, field-based systems research and
the professional and personal transformations that such a process demands.
The learning of method and process has encompassed a remarkable
willingness to reach beyond normal professionalism. It has been accompanied
by a spirit wh ich encourages the open exchange offailures as weil as successes
and which supports critical reflection and peer appraisal of each other's
experience of method and process. These characteristics of transparency and
risk taking in the practice of our profession are part of our common identity.
However, there is one area in which much still needs to be done. I am
prompted to ask whether we are not still undervaluing the talents of women
scientists. Is enough being done to provide encouragement and financial
support to young women scientists and extension professionals, equal to the
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opportunities of young male professionals? Certainly at the field level, we have
learned that 'participatory' methods are not sufficient to ensure that women
farmers, who in some parts of the world are the major producers of food and
everywhere play key roles in farming systems, are adequately, or at all,
engaged in the formal processes of system development. We have learned also
that, whatever the rhetoric about 'whoie farm' analysis and development,
many, perhaps most, programmes focus on development of the cropping or
livestock components, with too little attention paid to the dynamics of intra
household flows of resources , costs and benefits. Only explicit commitment
can overcome these biases and shortcomings.
Engagement with method and process in turn has led us to recognize that
we cannot, as agricultural professionals, limit ourselves any more to the crop
system or the farm system. We are having to deal with systems on a larger
scale, involving unsuspected spatial and threshold effects, multi-year time
horizons and time lags and a larger range of actors who typically hold
divergent views about the nature ofthe system to be managed.
We have in this dimension of our work begun to move from thinking
about working with or facilitating 'platforms of negotiation' towards 'plat
forms of creativity.' This is leading in turn to another cycle of exploration and
innovation in method and process, in order to generate consensus for action ,
action which is designed to foster mutual learning about how to manage
complex agricultural and natural resource systems on scales larger than the
individual farm. An important skill here is the joint exploration of the values
and properties which those who have a stake in the management of systems
desire to see optimized. 'Making visible' the quantifiable values and measur
able properties of existing systems and trying out experimental new designs
in reality are further important contributions that the system practitioner is
making to wider system management.
Complexity, uncertainty, urgency: we are increasingly driven by the
political and public fear that time is running out as the chemical loading on
global resources increases and the richness of our biological inheritance
disappears. As attitude surveys show, an increasing number of people now
believe that reductionist, Cartesian science has contributed to the environ
mental problems of the wor/d . They have little confidence that the same
scientific method and research process can contribute meaningfully to the
solution. For better or worse, elite scientific decision making among small
professional fraternities is no Ion ger wholly trusted or accepted as legitimate
by the public at large.
Farming Systems Research and Extension prornotes and is allied with a
broader resurgence in civic activism and involvement in the search for
solutions to compelling human and environmental problems. In my view, it
is this broader engagement which alone will ensure good quality decision
making and behavioural change at the societal scale as agriculture meets the
challenge of the next century. It is in this context that I hope very much that
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a European group will continue to create ideas and to crystalIize experience
for others around the world to share.

]anice ]iggins
President
AssociaUon ojFarming Systems Research and Extension
1993-1994

PREFACE

The farming systems research and extension (FSR/E) approach has been
widely used in an attempt to bring about rural change in many developing
countries. The approach has been less formally used in Europe. where
traditionally the research effort has concentrated on reductionist science
aimed at increasing commodity production . It is only recently, with the shift
in the emphasis of the European Union agricultural policy from production
to the restriction of surpluses, and increasing emphasis on environmental
and social protection, that circumstances have emerged which might favour
FSR/E procedures. In addition, the significant political changes in central
and eastern Europe have led to modification of rural infrastructures and
agricultural production. Together these circumstances may provide the
opportunity in Europe to question research paradigms adopted in the past
and, as part of this, promote the FSR/E approach in Europe. Adoption of
the FSR/E approach can be viewed as a way of ensuring that the direction
of change is supportive of rural people and the overall environment
(biophysical, economic and socia!) in which they live. It is clear that the
methods adopted by FSR/E practitioners outwith Europe will not in all cases
transfer exactly into the European rural environment. This book is a first
attempt to define the issues of farming systems research as they may be
applied within a European context, and is based on papers presented at the
First European Convention on Farming Systems Research and Extension held
in Edinburgh in October 1993.
Part I of the book examines the conceptual background upon which
FSR/E is built and discusses those elements which may be valid for analysing
rural systems in Europe based on the experience with FSR/E in developing
countries. It is clear that the objective in both cases is to improve the state of
the farm household, the business it operates, the community it forms part of
XVII
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and the environment in which it lives by embracing a range of disciplines in
a holistic way.
Part II highlights the important changes ta king place in rural sectors of
European states ineluding the difficult transition that eastern and central
European countries are experiencing in moving from a centrally planned to
a more market-oriented economy. The increasing role that concerns over the
environment are having in the development of farming systems in western
European countries is discussed . Finally, attention shifts to an investigation of
the link between European Union agricultural policy and the status of farm
households and food security issues in agIobaI context.
As western Europe moves out of an extended period of production
surpluses and concern for the environment grows, there is an increasing need
for the identilication of alternative land-use systems which meet both of these
issues. Part III highlights some of the options - ranging from the role of
organic farming and biomass production, to the role of genetic engineering
techniques - which are currently being evaluated. The discussion shows that
no single route will be appropriate to meet all the requirements of sustain
ability.
Change is never easy and negative impacts of rural change in Europe are
being feIt by farm and other rural households alike. The way in which these
households adapt to change will depend on the issues that they face. Change
brings with it stress and requirements for new information structures to
ensure that the path of change is less stressful. It is becoming obvious that the
approaches of traditional science, which concentrate on the farm as a
production unit rather than a socioeconomic unit, will need to be replaced.
The new research paradigm requires that researchers understand the
processes of decision making within farm housebolds and in rural commu
nities. Part IV examines the business and family decision-making processes in
farm households and highlights stresses that are occurring as a result of
change. There is also discussion of the way in which support services are
being withdrawn from rural areas, the changing role of women and the shift
to multi-functional households which derive some income from spheres
outwith agriculture.
The final section of the book, Part V, attempts to identify the way in which
a number of groups within Europe are attempting to develop farming systems
research frameworks applicable to European conditions. It is elear that there
are major differences of approach. There is an increased recognition that those
who have been using resources in rural areas over many years have
developed an understanding of the constraints and potentials associated with
those resources. This indigenous knowledge, which has been suppressed by
the push for improved high science, elearly must not be neglected in the
holistic FSR/E context. The French approach to the analysis of rural systems
illustrates that progress can be made by adopting a holistic framework
ineluding technical issues and socioeconomic and political aspects. However,
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on-the-ground research which concentrates on observation and analysis also
has a numb er of deficiencies and arguments are made for modelling to
integrate the disciplines. In this sense, it is suggested that the development of
new methodologies which utilize both quantitative and qualitative data will
be fundamental in achieving the appropriate level ofintegration.
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